
Levelled-Up Leadership
In-house leadership mentoring and training programmes.

Not all teams work perfectly and not all leaders know how to lead. But all
teams can learn to thrive and leaders can learn to empower their teams.
There are very specific skills and tools that take a human or a team from
the bud to the bloom. Tools that challenge and emancipate. Tools that
empower voices and leverage strengths. 
 
I guide leaders and organisations to take conscious leadership action
with courage, vulnerability, and aroha to create caring, collaborative,
change-adept cultures.
 
With over 25 years experience in leadership roles, I am passionate about
supporting leaders and organisations in the people-part of change
leadership.



How it works
Who is it for? 

How long? - 12 month programme

How many? - up to 20 people

Before the course - Complete online questionnaires

To bring on the day - Laptop / device 

- those wanting to build their team
and leadership skills.  

Choose a "Full-shot", "Half-shot", or "Decaf"
programme, then select which workshops to
empower your team. 



1:1 Leadership coaching for your leadership team

Any 5 workshops for targeted, personalised professional learning

1x Roche Martin Emotional Intelligence for Leadership self

assessment and coaching session per person

1x Leadership capability self-assessment per person, report and

coaching session

A copy of Levelled-Up Leadership reflection workbook

10 days face-to-face over the 12 months including:

     per leader.

 

“Full-shot”
12-month package includes



Readings & resources

A private online space where the team has access to Mary-Anne

and the mahi continues between courses.

Email/phone/virtual support between visits.

12 months virtual support and resources:

“Full-shot”
ongoing team support during your 12 months



6 days face-to-face over the 12 months including:

1:1 Leadership coaching for your leadership team

Any 3 workshops for targeted, personalised professional learning 

1x Roche Martin Emotional Intelligence for Leadership self

assessment and coaching session per person

1x Leadership capability self-assessment per person, report and

coaching session

A copy of Levelled-Up Leadership reflection workbook 

     per leader.

“Half-shot”
12-month package includes



4 days face-to-face over the 12 months including:

1:1 Leadership coaching for your leadership team

1x Roche Martin Emotional Intelligence for Leadership

self assessment and coaching session per person

1x Leadership capability self-assessment per person,

report and coaching session

A copy of Levelled-Up Leadership reflection workbook

per leader.

“Decaf”
12-month package includes



Mary-Anne's Trainings
Trainings to select from:

Self leadership: It begins with me.

Creating and leading a culture of care.

Cultivating connected & agile teams.

Critical conversations for tricky situations.

Coaching and mentoring for growth.

Taking the panic out of public speaking.



Self Leadership:
It begins with me

Recognising and breaking-through self limiting beliefs for leading self and

others

Developing emotional intelligence for leading yourself and others

Reinstating personal and professional boundaries‘

Fertilising’ your  world with gratitude

Planning for your future

If time and pressure can turn dinosaur sh*t to diamonds, we can sure shine

ours ‘til it sparkles and shines the light on a life we love. 

We’ll cover:



Creating and Leading a 
Culture of Care

Workplace well-being and climate assessments.

Human-Centred Design Thinking approaches

Review data and identify trends and patterns.

Strategic Planning for next-step actions.

Sustaining and embedding changes.

How to strategically lead a wellbeing review in your context. We’ll learn and

practice using a triangulated approach that includes all major stakeholders,

provides space for dialogue and is aligned with your organisational values.

We’ll cover:



Cultivating Connected
& Agile Teams

Developing collective purpose and ways of working

Fostering and nurturing diverse thinking

Optimising Strengths

Collective and individual responsibility, and outcomes

Celebrating progress and success

How to deliberately lead a team from Forming to Transforming. We’ll cover:



Critical Conversations for 
Tricky Situations

Strategies and structures for having the following conversations:

expectations,

sense-making,

accountability

And gratitude conversations.

The standard we walk past is the standard we accept. It’s not ok to let things

pass. But we do need to know how to have tricky conversations with aroha.

We’ll cover:

You will actively practice these conversations throughout this time.



Coaching and Mentoring 
for Growth

The difference between coaching and mentoring

A deep understanding and application of the coaching process

Developing and extending your coaching skills through active listening

reflective questioning, and goal-setting

Self-leadership, coaching, mentoring – these things are all part of the whole

picture. And to have a healthy team, you need all of them. We’ll cover:

We don’t receive wisdom; we must discover it for ourselves after a journey

that no one can take for us or spare us. - Marcel Proust



Taking the Panic out of 
Public Speaking

Overcoming nerves

Getting the message clear

Sharing information multiple ways so it sticks

Audience participation techniques.

Non-verbal cues. 

Story-telling and Visual story-telling

Did you know this is one of the most commonly reported fears? Being in the

spotlight, and speaking in front of an audience. Well not only will we beat the fear

but you’ll learn how to WOW and audience. Get the skills and strategies to plan for

and deliver messages with confidence and precision in a way that captures your

personality and leaves your audience wanting more. We’ll cover:



Love how each session builds and revisits

concepts from previous sessions.

Challenging and deep. Practical and very useful.

Your support in developing a high

performing leadership team is fabulous and

reaping positive results.

What Others Have Said

Relevant and useful
strategies to apply to

myself and team.



021 888 597

Hamilton, New Zealand @mamurphy2

@mary-annemurphy2

Mary-Anne Murphymam@mary-annemurphy.com

www.mary-annemurphy.com


